POSITION DESCRIPTION
POSITION:

CREW MEMBER
(Temporary 13/13)

LICENSED: No

DEPARTMENT:

Bay Mills Type II IA Training Crew WAGE: $13.32 - $14.95 /hr.

REPORTS TO:

Crew Boss/Assistant Crew Boss

STATUS: Non-Exempt

POSITION SUMMARY:
To qualify at the GS-4 ($14.95/hr) level, applicant must meet all National Wildfire
Coordinating Group (NWCG) standards for Firefighter 2, have a minimum of one season
of wildfire experience, and a valid driver’s license is preferred.
To qualify at the GS-3 ($13.32/hr) level, applicant must be able to meet all GS-4
qualifications within one year.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
1. Serves as a skilled crew member on a hand crew or engine. Utilizes a variety of
specialized tools, equipment, and techniques while actively suppressing wildfires,
such as a Pulaski, shovel, McLeod, axe and chainsaw to control the spread of
wildfire.
2. Work on a Type 6 Engine, work around the vehicle operating and driving the engine,
operating the pump and making hose lays under the direction of the Engine Boss.
3. Performs basic fireline activities such as line construction, hose layout, operations of
pumps and accessories, lopping and scattering fuels using hand tools and holding,
patrolling, monitoring, and mop up operations.
4. Operates a variety of motor vehicles to transport equipment, supplies, crew members,
etc.
5. Uses specialized equipment to support firing operations and suppression activities.
6. Other duties as assigned within the scope and complexity of this position’s essential
functions.
7. Must attend all mandatory trainings designated by the Human Resources Department
and/or Department Director.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:
Failure to meet any of the required medical or physical qualifications will disqualify you
for employment. Any condition, which would cause you to be a hazard to yourself or to
others, will disqualify you for employment. You must pass an initial pre-employment
physical examination and must be able to pass the work capacity fitness test (Must carry

a 45 lb pack for 3 miles within 45 minutes. The pack test must be passed annually with a
minimum of two attempts.
Duties involve rigorous fieldwork requiring above average physical performance,
endurance and superior conditioning. Work requires prolonged standing, walking over
uneven ground, and recurring bending, reaching, lifting and carrying of items weighing
over 50 pounds and shared lifting and carrying of heavier items, and similar strenuous
activities requiring at least average agility and dexterity.
Duties and demands for strenuous activities in emergencies under adverse environmental
conditions and over extended periods of time are part of the everyday work activity..
Operation of some specialized fire equipment can place extended physical stress on
incumbent during fire activities.

POSITION REQUIREMENTS:
1. Prior firefighting experience, as gained by substantial service in a primary
firefighting position or equivalent experience outside the Federal government is a
mandatory prerequisite for incumbents of this position.
2. Must be capable of fully meeting all NWCG standards for at least 1 of following
wildland fire positions within 2 years:
Faller Type 2
Squad Boss/Firefighter Type 1
Incident Commander Type 5
3. Valid Driver’s License and be insurable to drive without restrictions is preferred.
4. Will be subject to mandatory drug screens.
5. Oral and written communication skills sufficient to effectively interact with people at
levels, internal and external to the organization, including the public.
6. To perform this position successfully, an individual must be able to satisfactorily
perform each function listed under the essential functions and physical demands
categories of this position description.
7. Able to perform all justified arduous tasks that are given.

PREFERENCE:

Preference will be given to those of Native American descent.

CLOSING DATE:

Open Until Filled

APPLY TO:

Please email application and resume to Erin Forrester, HR
Generalist at eforrester@baymills.org

Subject: Crew Member
*Applications can be found at www.baymills.org under
“employment opportunities”

